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1. (20%) Crank CB oscillates about C through a limited 缸丸 causing crank OA to 

oscillate about O. When the linkage passes the position shown with CB 

hor泣。n個1 and OA vertic剖， 出e angular velocity of CB is 2 rad/s counterclockwise. 

For this instant, detennine the angular velocities and angular accelerations of OA 

and AB. 

2. (20%) The chain is released from rest with the length b of overhanging links just 

sufficient to initiate motion. The coeffic ients of static and kinetic 仕iction

between the links and the horizontal surface have essentially the same value μ 

Neglect any frict ion at the comer. 

(1 ) Determine the velocity U of the chain when the last link leaves the edge by 

using Newton' s Law of motion. 

(2) Detennine 伽 velocity U of 伽 chain when the la5t 1ink leaves the edge by 

u叫 conservatio叫叫1帥的叫'. i L-b Þ\ 

(3) How much time does it take? 也〔寸----.:..:...-=-~--r

3. (20%) The uniform 12-kg square panel is suspended from point C by the 

two wires at A and B. lf the wire at B suddenly breaks, calculate the 
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(背面仍有起 日，請泌均作答 ) b 
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4. Determine the velocity of the 2弘kg block A after it is released from rest and 
moves 2 meters down the slope in figure 4. Block B has a m倒S of 10 kg and the 
coe血cient of kinetic friction on the slope isμ1r: =0 . 2. Also, what is the tension in 
the cord. (20%) 

5. The T b缸， shown in fi鼎立e 5, has two arms and each ha.s the same mass M and 
lenght L. It is held by and swings about the pin joint 0 in the vertical plane. 

a , Find the moment of inertia of the T bar about its cent叮 of mass G 
and point O. (10%) 

b. Write the equation of motion for the bar under the effect of gravity g 
rega.rdless of any 仕iction . (10%) 
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